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Matura: poziom rozszerzony # 2
Task 1

A. Complete the sentences with a verb from the box below. Change the form when necessary.

pick tune fall
set put carry

grow sort burst
shut

1. We _______________ a lot of effort into renovating that dilapidated bungalow.

2. I’m going the same way, I’ll _______________ you up if it suits you.

3. No wonder they _______________ off the gas in Bobby’s house, he stopped paying the bills.

4. Throughout this week, Oscar has been too ill to _______________ out any work.

5. She learnt English mostly by _______________ in to British radio stations.

6. You need to speak to his secretary, Jennifer. She _______________ up meetings with the boss.

7. Poppy _______________ up on the outskirts of Houston.

8. Will we _______________ the things out before the deadline? What do you think?

9. After living for so many years on the road, it may be extremely difficult to _________ into a daily routine.

10. While watching The Notebook, Ellen often _______________ into tears.

B. Complete the sentences with a particle from the box below.

over off x 4

in down

into up x 2

1. Who’s _____________ for a trip to the coast this Saturday?

2. Oops, the door handle has just fallen _______________. Can you help me to put it back on, please?

3. Emily often comes _______________ on her neighbours for throwing cigarette butts on the stairs.

4. OK, if you buy all the toys I’m selling, I’ll knock _______________ £100.

5. Have you heard that the charming stream near our mountain cottage has completely dried ________?

6. We are forced to call _______________ the canoe race due to severe weather conditions.

7. Is she going to fill _______________ this form? I can’t accept the application without it.
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8. Dracula turned _______________ a bat and flew away.

9. Greta says not to waste electricity, so turn ______________ the light when you are not in the room.

10. The police officer told the driver to hand _______________ his car keys. 

Task 2. Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each line to form a word or phrase so that the 

second sentence has the same meaning as the first sentence. Don’t change the given word.

1. In accordance with the new regulation, you can’t drive at more than 50 km/h in a built-up area.

ACCORDING

__________________________________ , you can’t drive at more than 50 km/h in a built-up area.

2. I am grateful to Susan for having me take part in a singing competition. It was a lifetime experience!

GOT

Susan __________________________________ a singing competition.

3. ‘Will you come to our house-warming party?’ asked Brian.

WERE

We __________________________________ house-warming party.

4. Rather than imagine yourself being ill, try to visualise only good things.

INSTEAD

__________________________________ yourself being ill, try to visualise only good things.

5. Lena has never thought that she could be a chef.

CROSSED

It __________________________________ a chef.

6. Despite doing his best, Peter didn’t convince the director to hire him.

THOUGH

__________________________________ his best, Peter didn’t convince the director to hire him.

7. They are bound to be on time.

DOUBT

There __________________________________ on time.

8. My friend Mark incorporated me into his project team because he wanted me to gain more experience.

THAT

My friend Mark incorporated me into his project team ___________________________ more experience.
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19. Whatever she eats, she is always hungry.

WHAT

No __________________________________ , she is always hungry.

20. Is Ellie thinking of taking a driving licence test?

INTEND

__________________________________ a driving licence test?

Task 3. Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each line to form a word or phrase so that the 

second sentence has the same meaning as the first sentence. You may need to change the form of 

the given word.

1. I’m trying to drink more water during the day.

GET

I __________________________________ more water during the day.

2. I am certain that Margaret would hit her little brother when they were children.

MUST

Margaret __________________________________ her little brother when they were children.

3. Do you mind if he sings at your birthday party?

SING

Would __________________________________ at your birthday party?

4. ‘There are too many fruit trees in your garden, you don’t need more.’ said my father.

DISCOURAGE

My father __________________________________ fruit trees in my garden.

5. Jack unintentionally injured Adam when he was using a hammer.

BE

Adam __________________________________ Jack.

6. It is said that Camelot was situated in Cardiff.

TO

Camelot is said __________________________________ in Cardiff.

7. She is too young to take early retirement.

ENOUGH

She __________________________________ early retirement.
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8. I prefer to eat a chicken breast rather than a thigh.

SOON

I __________________________________ a chicken breast than a thigh.

9. Whose wig is this?

TO

Who __________________________________?

10. ‘Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch’ is the name of a Welsh village that I find

        very difficult to pronounce.

HARDLY

I __________________________________ the name of a Welsh village 

‘Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch’.

Task 4. Fill the gaps with the word/phrase. Sometimes no word/phrase is necessary.

1. Did Simon have difficulties __________ getting to work during the snowstorm last Monday?

2. I’m not going to hire a babysitter __________ look after our twins.

3. Harper isn’t keen __________ rescheduling her arrangements.

4. Let’s meet __________ noon for lunch or coffee.

5. They weren’t pleased __________ the hotel they stayed __________.

6. Apart _________ a survival camp _________ summer, Lincoln went _________ the scouts camp as well.

7. They had so much work that Kim was made __________ stay __________ hours.

8. Contrary __________ expectations, our aunt is really fond __________ mice and other rodents.

9. You’ll never discourage them __________ travelling, it’s their passion.

10. She has been helping us all her life, that’s __________ we’ll help her now when she has a worse time.

11. We went to the Shetland Islands with a view __________ photographing cute puffins.

12. Have you heard __________ Cooper? He’s bought a chicken farm and moved to the seaside.

13. __________ the time she arrived at the meeting, it was coming to an end.

14. That’s it! I’ve been stretching __________ an hour, I’m exhausted.

15. Does she insist __________ sleeping __________ the light on?

16. Instead __________ drinking hot milk, we drank cold cocoa.

17. The plan they tried __________ adopt failed __________ the very beginning.

18. __________ wonder she’s exhausted, she’s been trekking for 20 km, after all.
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19. The evening was so dull, __________ first they talked __________ their ex-husbands, later

       __________ their jobs, then __________ their clothes and so __________ and __________ forth.

20. Hurry up, or we’ll be late __________ the flight!

21. Is it Jack __________ is the owner __________ this bar?

22. We love spending winter holidays up __________ the north.

23. The house she moved into was a far cry ________ her dreams, but she couldn’t afford anything better.

24. You see? You went there only __________ find out that they are closed on Sunday.

25. The evening by the lake was so perfect that we couldn’t help jumping __________ the water.

26. Let’s focus __________ what we need to do.

27. Opening the windows in such frosty weather resulted __________ her catching a sore throat.

28. In my photography I often draw inspiration __________ Steve McCurry or Elena Shumilova.

29. You’re not going to allow them __________ come back after midnight, are you?

30. They’ve come _______ with a new idea _______ paint the whole downstairs during the long weekend.

31. Daryl has his birthday __________ the 21st May.

32. Please talk __________ her and encourage her __________ go to university, not work.

33. I’m not interested __________ cooking anymore. __________ fact, I’m hopeless __________ it!

34. The people who came for his funeral were from __________ over __________ world.

35. Make them __________ do the housework after school. They will understand the value __________

       a roof over their heads!

36. You can’t be serious! The truth is, you have no influence __________ their choices.

37. Ladies and gentlemen, we’re flying __________ Greenland __________ the moment.

38. If you want __________ change your life, __________ the first place you should exercise more.

39. Could you put me __________ to your boss, please?

40. He’s such a smart dog! He alarmed us __________ fire!

Task 5. Multiple choice: vocabulary. Choose the correct answer from a — d. Sometimes more than 

one option is possible.

1. I was sure that in a time of crisis my boss would decide to make changes _____________ my job contract,

    but I needn’t have worried.

a) with b) at c) in d) to

2. I’m afraid our luggage is too heavy, we will have to get rid of _____________ baggage.

a) exceeding b) excess c) excessive d) excessed
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19. Are there many creatures _____________ under our house?

a) lively b) life c) alive d) living

20. Let’s _____________ him with a moment of silence.

a) signify b) worship c) celebrate d) honour

21. We could hear the distant _____________ of footsteps somewhere in the corridor.

a) hush b) sound c) clutter d) tone

22. The nearest petrol station is 3 hours _____________.

a) along b) beside c) away d) within

23. Will they manage to arrive _____________ time for the assembly?

a) at b) in c) to d) for

24. The success _____________ the company is undeniable.

a) about b) at c) of d) after

25. Christmas always _____________ in December.

a) falls b) slips c) drops d) occurs

26. Why hasn’t she congratulated him _____________ achieving such a huge success? 

a) with b) on c) in d) around

27. It’s difficult to estimate the historical _____________ of these coins.

a) worth b) value c) price d) cost

28. I bet that being workaholics will _____________ their relationship in the long run.

a) affect b) reject c) effect d) inject

29. It is boiling hot, don’t _____________ yourself to the sun for too long.

a) impose b) expose c) enclose d) dispose

30. They didn’t give sufficient _____________ of his guilt.

a) grounds b) confirmation c) evidence d) data

Task 6. Word formation. Fill in the blanks with the correct word formed from the given word.

1. _______________ down to the shipwreck must be a truly unforgettable experience. DIVE

2. Finishing this book in half a year may be difficult, but it’s _______________. DO

3. The public _______________ aired on TV stated that there would be severe weather

     over the weekend. ANNOUNCE

4. The price for waste _______________ has increased dramatically in recent months. DISPOSE

5. There were many _______________ in front of Buckingham Palace last weekend. SIGHT
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34. As the proverb goes … ‘_______________ killed the cat’. CURIOUS

35. As it was expected, Covid spread _______________. WORLD

36. My dog ‘Loki’ stole my mother-in-law’s packet of cigarettes, _____ he also stole the lighter. INTEREST

37. UFO stands for _______________ Flying Objects. IDENTITY

38. I can't get an internet _______________ during this storm. CONNECT

39. She said we could meet the _______________ week. FOLLOW

40. When walking after dusk, you should wear _______________ clothes to be more visible. REFLECT

41. During the long weekend, we are going to tidy our _______________. BASE

42. Don’t make any _______________ for Saturday, I have a little surprise for you. ARRANGE

43. Having your own pony is very nice, but the _______________ is very expensive. MAINTAIN

44. You can’t sell your car without its _______________ document. REGISTER

45. The new monument will be _______________ in the town square next Saturday. VEIL

46. Our _______________ reached a crescendo when we saw dolphins chasing our boat. EXCITE

47. Don’t _______________ him from taking up windsurfing, will you? COURAGE

48. I didn’t realise that the _______________ world is so colourful until I dived in the ocean. WATER

49. After the massive earthquake, the number of _______________ reached more than 40,000. FATAL

50. He suffers from deep _______________ about being mugged, doesn’t he? ANXIOUS

Task 7. Multiple choice: grammar. Choose the correct answer a – d. Sometimes more than one option 

is possible.

1. Hardly had we begun our barbecue _____________ a terrible storm broke.

a) than b) as c) when d) that

2. There is nothing we can do but _____________ calm.

a) remaining b) remain c) having remained d) to remain

3. I’m not going to tell him the _____________ truth, he won’t understand anyway.

a) every b) all c) total d) whole

4. _____________ matter how much she sleeps, she is always tired. 

a) None b) Not c) Neither d) No

5. If she _____________ so tolerant, she would leave him.

a) would be b) weren’t c) wasn’t d) isn’t
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Task 8. Which answer a, b or c is a correct translation of the word/phrase in brackets.

1. It’s forbidden to work underground without (wyposażenia ochronnego) ____________.

A. safe equipment

B. saving equipment

C. safety equipment

2. The students started to (napływać) ____________ into the lecture hall.

A. swim

B. trickle

C. float

3. Kristen (podniosła) ____________ a sword that suddenly fell on the floor.

A. picked up

B. picked

C. picked over

4. In Thailand there are so many kinds of fruit to try, (do wyboru, do koloru) _____________.

A. you name it

B. you call it

C. you say it

5. Let’s go for a(n) (spacer) _____________ , it’s such a lovely morning.

A. wander

B. stroll

C. excursion

6. While hiking in the mountains, we found a creepy (opuszczony) _____________ house that looked like

     a perfect horror film set.

A. vacant

B. empty

C. abandoned

7. There is still some toothpaste in, squeeze the (tubkę) _____________ that’s all.

A. tab

B. tub

C. tube
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Task 9. Use the words in brackets to create a phrase to complete each sentence.

1. I ___________________ (not/feel/go) to the swimming pool today.

2. An ophthalmologist _____________________ (suggest/that/make) an appointment with an optician. 

3. It’s _____________________ (about/she/start/live) on her own.

4. Is she _____________________ (have/room/paint) at the moment?

5. It was a bank holiday on Friday, so Tobias _____________________ (not/need/go) work.

6. I _____________________ (ask/me) what I was doing there.

7. Is ‘The Shining’ (worth/watch) _____________________?

8. It’s driving me mad! She _____________________ (be/always/leave) her cosmetics on the floor!

9. Let’s go to the park _____________________ (instead/go) to the museum.

10. The housework Dan _____________________ (find/relax) is ironing.

Task 10. Translate into English the parts of the sentences in brackets.

1. The Arabian (Półwysep) _______________ is the largest in the world.

2. A series of fantasy novels about a boy named Harry Potter brought J K Rowling to worldwide

    (sławę) _______________.

3. In the era of the internet a lot of information is easily (dostępne) _______________.

4. I could hardly believe it when my mother told me that our beautiful garden was (zatopiony)

     _______________ by torrential rain.

5. It was the most moving (ślub) _______________ Zara has ever been to.

6. Try as he might, Hugo couldn’t (pobić rekord świata) _______________ in eating doughnuts. At present,

     it is more than 250 at one sitting.

7. We didn’t realize that looking after turtles would be so (czasochłonna) _______________.

8. The news (nagłówki) _______________ in most of the newspapers were about the spectacular

     bank robbery.

9. If we are business partners, we will share the (zyskami) _______________ equally.

10. Colourful (łodzie rybackie) _______________ were floating in the bay.

11. Don’t forget to add the (koszt robocizny) _______________ to the invoice for garden renovation.

12. To become a winner in the quiz show ‘Ten to One’ you need to have wide general (wiedzę) _________.

13. Is there any scientific (dowód) _______________ that drinking too much milk may be detrimental to

       your health?

14. Stop making such a noise! It’s well past (północy) _______________!
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15. Be careful. The path to the waterfall is often covered with (błotem) _______________.

16. Trains go (wzdłuż torów) _______________.

17. Don’t laugh, I really believe in (cuda) _______________ , you can too.

18. The earthquake (ofiary) _______________ were living in tents.

19. Was the (pan młody) _______________ anxious before the ceremony?

20. Are the total (opłaty za szkołę) _______________ as high as they say?

21. Do you think that selling our allotment is really an optimal (rozwiązaniem) ______________?

22. Ah, Mr Brown? Yes, he’s our (stałym klientem) _______________.

23. They hadn’t learnt at all, so the exam results were quite (przewidywalne) _______________.

24. Look at your hair! Go and wash it, it’s so (przetłuszczone/tłuste) _______________.

25. We were standing on a footbridge watching the (stada) _______________ of geese going south.

26. There is something wrong with the (hamulcami) _______________ , we’ll have to get them checked.

27. Educating my seven sons at Eton was a considerable (wydatkiem) _________ , but worth every penny.

28. Don’t look down from the Hoover (zapory) _______________ if you have a fear of heights.

29. Macbeth: "Is this a (sztylet) _______________ which I see before me, the handle toward my hand?"

30. The (burza gradowa) _______________ we experienced yesterday destroyed all the seedlings we had

       planted two days before.

Task 11. Choose the synonym for the underlined part of the sentence.

1. After seeing a strange shadow in the corner of her hotel room, Doris frantically packed her suitcase and

    hurriedly left the haunted house.

a) meticulously

b) scrupulously

c) anxiously

2. My best memory from safari in Kenya was a sudden, close meeting with a herd of elephants.

a) counter

b) encounter

c) discounter

3. There’s no need to rent a car now. We can do it at the place.

a) on-site

b) on-side

c) on-sight
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4. The spontaneous food fight looked really hilarious.             __________________

5. Unfortunately, sometimes the only chance to see marine life is visiting the zoo.            __________________

6. Martin’s tortoise was climbing clumsily on a rock in his garden.             __________________

7. We visit flea markets on a regular basis.             __________________

8. It’s a pity that in such a big city you can hardly find amenities for disabled people.        __________________

9. When going by plane, Nina prefers an aisle seat, not a window one.             __________________

10. I noticed that our granny goes out reluctantly when it is cold.             __________________

11. The pendant we gave her had an octagonal shape.             __________________

12. We set out at dawn.             __________________

13. She nodded (her head) when she saw us.             __________________

14. He isn’t good at figures.             __________________

15. The air in spring is really humid here.             __________________

16. Don’t worry, if you encounter obstacles, we’ll sort them out together.             __________________

17. The river bed changed its course.             __________________

18. Your tooth enamel is fragile, please change your toothpaste.             __________________

19. Where is the nearest ticket counter?             __________________

20. The atmosphere between them is really tense as they are awaiting a custody trial.     __________________

Task 13. Translate into English.

1. Nasz pociąg odjeżdża jutro punktualnie o 8.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Bardzo niewielu klientów przyszło na otwarcie sklepu.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. To nie była ich wina. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. Para, którą spotkaliśmy, to znajomi Bena.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Zredukujmy koszty o połowę, dobrze?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Widziałam, jak wybili to okno.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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KLUCZ: (nadpisane odpowiedzi)

Task 1

1. We (put) a lot of effort into renovating that dilapidated bungalow.

2. I’m going the same way, I’ll (pick) you up if it suits you.

3. No wonder they (shut) off the gas in Bobby’s house, he stopped paying the bills.

4. Throughout this week, Oscar has been too ill to (carry) out any work.

5. She learnt English mostly by (tuning) in to British radio stations.

6. You need to speak to his secretary, Jennifer. She (sets) up meetings with the boss.

7. Poppy (grew) up on the outskirts of Houston.

8. Will we (sort) the things out before the deadline? What do you think?

9. After living for so many years on the road, it may be extremely difficult to (fall) into a daily routine.

10. While watching The Notebook, Ellen often (burst/bursts) into tears.

B. Complete the sentences with a particle from the box below.

1. Who’s (up) for a trip to the coast this Saturday?

2. Oops, the door handle has just fallen (off). Can you help me to put it back on, please?

3. Emily often comes (down) on her neighbours for throwing cigarette butts on the stairs.

4. OK, if you buy all the toys I’m selling, I’ll knock (off) £100.

5. Have you heard that the charming stream near our mountain cottage has completely dried (up)?

6. We are forced to call (off) the canoe race due to severe weather conditions.

7. Is she going to fill (in) this form? I can’t accept the application without it.

8. Dracula turned (into) a bat and flew away.

9. Greta says not to waste electricity, so turn (off) the light when you are not in the room.

10. The police officer told the driver to hand (over) his car keys.

Task 2. Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each line to form a word or phrase so that the 

second sentence has the same meaning as the first sentence. Don’t change the given word.

1. (According to the new regulation), you can’t drive at more than 50 km/h in a built-up area.

2. Susan (got me to take part in) a singing competition.

3. We (were invited by Brian to their) house-warming party.

4. (Instead of imagining) yourself being ill, try to visualise only good things.
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KEY

Task 1

A.        B.

1. put

2. pick

3. shut

4. carry

5. tuning

6. sets

7. grew

8. sort

9. fall

10. burst/bursts

1. up

2. off

3. down

4. off

5. up

6. off

7. in

8. into

9. off

10. over

Task 2

1. According to the new regulation

2. got me to take part in

3. were invited by Brian to their

4. Instead of imagining

5. has never crossed Lena’s mind to be/that she could be

6. Even though he was doing

7. is no doubt that they’ll be

8. so that I could/would gain

9. is high time for us to renovate/[that] we renovated

10. is no use [in] having

11. nothing they could do to

12. no account will [does] Antony go out

13. whether he wants to [likes it] or not

14. Martin had not missed

15. was Tess of the d'Urbevilles written

16. wish this log cabin had

17. let them ride

18. is my belief that she won’t

19. matter what she eats

20. Does Ellie intend to take
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